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In Drøbak, with one of the country's most idyllic harbor towns,
bloom berry farms in the spring and summer.  With very versatile
raspberry berries local producer together with our head distiller
developed this delicate dessert raspberry wine.
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“Norge Rundt” is a Norwegian TV program that began in 1976 inspired by the rich history and 
culture of Norway. Since beginning over 40 years ago the series travels through Norway
discovering the beauty in people, wildlife within Norway and regions, municipalities, cities 
and villages of Norway showcasing what is truly unique about the Norwegian way of life.
 
Our attempt in embodying the Norwegian culture is through the flavours and ingredients of 
the cocktails and spirits we distill. Our inspiration is Norge Rundt and taking the guests on a 
trip around Norway through our cocktails. 

This menu we have chosen ingredients and certain regions that grow by an abundance.
Whether it originated from Norway, brought over in the 1700’s or introduced in the recent 
years, the Norwegian culture is constantly evolving and changing with the time, while still 
holding close to traditions. 

 
Welcome to Himkok’s Norge Rundt!                Series 1



59.9141° N, 10.7515° E

The Oslo Fjord is an ideal region for cultivating the Aronia plant in
abundance. Although the taste of the berries is dry and acidic, our head
distiller utilized this antioxidant ‘little bombs’ to make lavish Aronia
red wine used in our cocktails.

made by Anikonic
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Louis Everard
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creamy / berries / chocolate

RØROS

GATEAU
BLØTKAKE
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